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L lntro ctiou
The aim of this project is to look at the development of a 'low cost
animated graphics system".
An animated graphics system is a system whereby graphic objects or
scenes can be transformed over time so as to appear continuous or
reolist fc. such transformations can be expressed as from one place to
another, or from one object into another etc .. An example of such would be
cartoon animation on television.
A complete onimated graphics system is one which w111 allow the user
to generate realistic animation sequences with (hopefully) relaUve eese.
There are a few such systerns in existence, but they are generally quite
difficult to use and understand. Presuming that good quality graphics
animation is required~ they are also extremely expensive to acquire.
Most present animation systems provide the facllity to view an
animation sequence mode up of frames. Eoch of these frames is made
individually by the user making minor changes to the previous frame. This
project is to explare the possibility of a different approach whereby many
such frarnes can be generated by the computer on the users comm~:~nd,
t~ather then painstakingly one at a time.
This epproech is discussed in more deteil, elong with the problems
associated with it in Sections 2. The possible solution methods and how
each slloulcl be approached is covered 1n Section 3. Section 4 outlines the
solution chosen, while Section 5 covers the implementation aspects of
this so 1uti on. Because this project is very open-ended~ the system itse 1f
allows meny future developments, some of which ere discussed in Section
6.
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z. TJlg_ Problem.
Business Computers Ltd (ElCL), a Christchurch software firm felt that
an animation system was necessary which
1. allowed the user to anirnete objects without the need for the user to
construct the objects in the first place; and
2. allowed animation sequences to be generated tn an easier way them a
frame at a time as discussed in tile Introduction.
The design of the animated graphics system was proposed in the
following manner:A centro! site would perform development work and creation of
commonly used objects (standerd otJjects) os well as tmy objects
specifically requested. This doto!Jos'fJ of objects could then be supplied to
tile users of tile system.
The users would then create their own animation sequences using en
Btld 11ser tnonipttlotio!l lotl§tlll!JB in conjunction with the objects supplied
by the central site and those created by themselves. The resulttng
anirnatton sequences would then be able to be recorded on film or
videotape via an appropriate inte1;face.
A typical user would be an advertising agency, but there are many other
possible applications, such as television educational programs.

This approach appears to meet the objective of providing en animation
system that is easy to use, provides objects for the user so that the user
need not create their own, and provides the possib11ity of generating a
complete animation sequence without having to build each frame
individually.
This project has taken as 1ts initial step to develop the appropriate end
user manipulation language~ which will now be referred to es LAGS -low
cost animated graphics system lemguege.
Depending on its context, LAGS can refer to the complete system or
just the language.
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A typical advertising ogency (or other end users) would require the
follov·ting criteria to be met :-

,?.1.1 Cost Effectiveness
The system must be cost effective. After consultation with BCL, a
system is considered cost effective if it costs under $100,000.
There exists such systems at either end of the cost scale, but nothing
in between. At the costly end of the scale would be expensive systems
such as tile Bosch FGS4000 costing $750,000. This particular system
consists of a .QJlllli:otect high resolution graphics computer that has a huge
memory and many hardware driven graphics animation devices. At the
ot11er end of t11e scale would be grapt1tcs capable micros (such as an Apple
III). This system, although. cheap, requires the user to specifically code a
particular animation sequence rather then utllise what this project is
developing. Such a system would not be able to meet storage requirements
that may be required by this system being developed. So one is far too
expensive, wh11e the other is cheap and unable to meet the requirements of
an animation system.
To be able to use LAGS at the end user sites, two possible solutions are
apparent :1. Each user has their own computer, end LAGS is
implemented on such.
2. Each user is linked to a bureau (or more likely t11e
central site} which provides e centralised computing
fec11ity.
After discussing both possibilities with BCL, and considering what the
typical users are likely to prefer~ 1t was felt that option 2 would not be
satisfactory since
a) The reliability of one central site compared to separate
user sites is obviously not as good. If the central stte
goes down, then all user sites are inoperative.
b) Timesharing systems are not particularly good for
comprehensive graphics (in real time) since you can be
Urnesliced out, end so the animation mey pause at
frequent intervals.
c) Unwanted cornmunication costs in communicating w1th
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the central site would occur since typical users ere
likely to be spread out over some area (or even the
complete country!).
~Vith using their own individual computers, the users would have none
of these problems, and some could even use their existing hardware.
2. 1.2 Portobj1 Hy

Given that the users each have their own installation, the question of
what type of hardware should be used at~ises. Obviously, an advertising
agency would not require, and could probably not afford, a mainframe
system, but more likely o semi-dedicated work station or small system;
this is most likely to be a larger micro or a very small mini.
If the users do each hove their own system, what type of systems
I
should be permitted?. LAGS could be designed with one hardware
configuration in mind, whereby eoch user must have the appropriate
equipment. This is not ver~1 reasonable on the end users, especially H they
have equipment which rnay be suitable but does not meet that specified. It
is therefore better to develop LAGS with a h19.tlJlf!9ree QfJlllt1.trnill1Y so
that if the situation arose with a variety of computer systems requiring
the use of LAGS~ it is possible to do so. So, LAGS should be portable in
terms of the machine, the language written in, end the graphics terminal
used.

Since the system will be required to be show some form of real tim6
Btlitnatiot~
and that this is not really feasible for complex
object/animation sequences, the system should ideally work in two ways
a) Interactivel~L to try out animation sequences in, say a
lower quality form of output.
b) Via a program to produce the final animation sequence
in perfect tonne/. This may or may not be in real tim6
since the viewing speed is limited by the computer, the
graphics terminal, and the communicatlon speed
bet ween the two.
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What should such a system be able to do?.
The system should be powerful enough to respond to user commands
such as "place object at ... "
"transfer object to ... us1ng movement type ... "1
"transform object 1 into object2 over ... sees/frames";
as well as handle more primitive commends such es "drew e line"~
"circle".
1

t'1ost of the objects Uwt the user of the system requires should be
predefi!Jed objects stored in a datebase.
The user should also be eble to easily me~ke ones own objects~ which
can be in turn stored in the database. This would most likely be done by
using primitive graphic commands as well as utilising existing database
objects.
11any objects slwuld be able to be animated simultaneously~ although 1t
is envisaged that only one object at a tinw will be achieved within the
duratlon of this project. It is hoped that later development will allow for
a scheduling algorithm to achieve this.
For this project~ only 2 dimensional figures and transformations will
be dealt with. It is intended that once the basic LAGS system has been
developed~ it should be possible to extend the system to handle such things
as colour-s~ shading~ and 3 dimensions -this altogether would be too much
to put in one honours project.
It is olso hoped that 1t will be possible for text to appear in an
animated form as 1f written or printed in the same way as 1f done by hand.
A provision for this should be made in the command language.

LAGS
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2.3 Batch or lnteractivQ
The question to decide here is to whether the animated grapt1ics system
should be batch or i nterocli ve processing orientated.
The disadvantage of Batch proQessing is that it would take a long lime
between formulating 8 graphics enimotton sequence, and actually seeing
the results. This is not really suitable for the sort of system required.
The advantage of interactive processing is that the results of a
command or sequence of commands can be seen almost immediately. The
disadvantage of this is that as the complexlty of the objects being
ani rnoted increases, the time to animate increases to possibly an
unecceptab 1e leve 1.
So interactive processing appears to be the best oplion. The only
disadvantage is its speed.
An 1nteract1ve system could be designed In one of two distinct ways.
1. The system could interpret cormnands and produce high
quolityoutput codes to a file, which could be subsequently
displayed at maximum possible speed (still lim1ted by
t1en-dwcu-e capabilities).
2. The system could respond immediately to each command,
which may or me~1 not be in a 1ower quality form of
graphical output.
The solution chosen for LAGS is to use en interactive system that will
respond reasonably quickly, but with the ability to generate e f11e or
something similar containing a trace of the graphics done, which can then
be used (or simply listed) to see the graphics as quicl<ly as the terminal
can handle.
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3. Possible Rlternali.YJH!
There exists four possible alternative solutions to the system
'vVhole~ some of which have been tried in the past.

flS

a

1. Use an existing graphics animation package.
2. Build a command language on top of en existing graphics
package.
3. Extend an existing programming language to handle graphics
and animation commands~
either by a) 1i brary procedures or
b) pre-processing.
4. Develop an entirely new language.

An advemlt,ge of using en e>dsting animation graphics package is that as
most of the animation would be done by the package~ the only work would
be to implement suc1·1 a package onto the particular computer~ and then
investigate mal<ing the package portable. Unfortunately~ no existing
package~ in terms of cost & size of cornputer required is known to exist!

An

existing

graphics peckoge would supply the basic object
representation~ prirn1live drawing and basic graphics commands. This is a
definite advantage. Y./ilh these features provided~ only the actual
fttlit:omon commands~ and the necessary non-graphic commands would have
to be designed.
The disadvantages of such a package is that LAGS would have to be
interfaced to the package~ end the package would have to be interfaced to
the particular hardware being used.
The existing graphics package may
1. be very large in size~ and so could cause problems
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with suitable end-user machines and portability.
2. place constraints on what animation commands
can be dono 1n terms of the command language to
be bui 1t on top.
3. be inefficient since it would essentially be one
package on top of another.
Example: Unigraf1x. This is being used by Mr J.R.A.
Collier to produce an animation system in
association wlth Television New Zealand.

Tl1e advantage of t11is alternative is that all control and data structures
that may be required in the animaUon language are present, so only the
1i brary procedures or preprocessing temp 1ales and preprocessor would
have to be developed.
The disadvantages that occur with this so 1uti on are :1. A lack of flexibility is enforced by being constrained to the
existing language's features.
2. It could be hard to read and debug the program.
3. It can't be made interactive, unless built on an interactive
language such as Lisp~ which ere typically not very porteble.
4. It may not be very portable. The likelihood of compiling
LAGS for a spectftc machine would be remote 1f 1t were
written in such a language.
5. It may not be possible to implement "easy and
understandable" procedures or templates which perform
cornp 1ex ani mat1 on sequences easily.
Example: It] VACAS by

3.4

Develop_~n

T.~.J.

Britton, - Algo160 extended by procedures.

entj_re1y new long.Y.!UJ!!

By developing an entirely new language to handle

animation~

it is
possible to provide for portab111tyi in terms of both the computer and the
graphics terminal required. There is also the freedom to make and expend
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the lenguege to suit the animeUon techniques aveileble end required.
The language can be made suitable for both interactive
non-interactive applications.

&

Apart from the fact that more work is required to implement a new
language~ the other main disadvantage is that eventually features such as
scheduling~ control & data structures that existing languages already have
would need to be implemented.

LAGS

i. The S_oluti_on ChosJJn
To Deve lop_an._Enti_re)Y- New Language
The reasons for deciding upon this solution are that

1. A new language can be developed without any restrictions
that a package or another programming language may
cause.
2. The language con

llc~

designed in such a way that hardware
portability will be attained. Portability for the system
itself can be achieved by writing the system in a suitable
language. Terminal compatibility~ and hence portability/
can be achieved by having a small "central core" of
terminal-dependent grephics primitives~ whereby the
system only interacts with the terminal via these.

3. Concise commands can be produced which perform complex
enirnetion transformations wh11e making the user
interface understandable. Such commands can also be
designed with storage and efftctency best utilised/
whereas on a system that a1ready provided graphl cs
capabilities this mey not be possible because of
restrictions imposed by the underlying pockage.

4. A new lan~Juage can utilise all the best features that other
solutions offer~ while avoiding an~1 of the restrictions
imposed by such.
5. A system based on a new language can be written in such a
way as to ensure that the system can be expanded to
provide new commands without too much modification.
6. Finally/ an important rea,son from the user point of view~
is that the language can be made user friendly~ readable/
and easy to understand and debug. This is not as
strt:liglltforwarcl with some of the other atternat1ve
solutions.
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i1Jlu tline of Salu tion
The LAGS system is composed two main elements. A database which
contains four types of entities, discussed below, and a set of commands
that operate on this database to produce graphic objects and anitnotion
sequences.

Four main types of entities exist in the datobose, which
are tls listed below.
1. ObjectR.! These are the actual object descriptlons that are
def1ned by tile user and used in ani motion sequences.
2.

[Ynctiot)~.

Functions ore both system ond user defined
arithmetic expressions thet can use system as well as
other user defined funcUons. The functions are unary 1n
terms of ·x·. These can be used to define the shape of a
curve or a path thot on object moves along.

3. Potnts. These ere a sequence of coordinates which ore used
in the definition of objects as well as defining the path an
object will move through while being animated.
4.

f.9J~

These are used to describe text representaUon, 1n
terms of height, thickness, written or printed and so on.
This has not yet been implemented.

4. 1.2 TUE COMMANDS

The commands provided by LAGS are described in plain English in the
following three sections. For a deto1led discussion of a particular
command's syntexl or further explanetion of whet it actually does, refer to
the Users 11anual - Appendix D.

lAGS

t\ non grapl11c command is one t11ot does not produce any actual graphics
itself. They are simply commands that allow the user to add and remove
entities to and from the susteml to enquire as to what entities LAGS
knows about~ and normtJI system commands including such operations as
reading from a file or quitting the session.
Remove an entit~J.
This command is used to remove any of the four types of
database entitfes from tt1e datab8se. It con also used to
remove a given object from the screet\ but this is discussed
in the next section.
Quit a session.
This command 1s used to quit a sess1on of LAGS.
It is also used to signify the end of the definition of on
object.
Undo the previous command.
This command is not implemented yet~ but will undo the
eff eel of the previous command.
Index all or a selection of entities.
This command either displays an index of one of the entity
types if requested, or simply displays an index of all t11e
entities known to LAGS.
Displou on entity's details.
This commend will display the definition of an entity~ in the
way Uwt LAGS has 111terpreted it. This may not be in exactly
the same format as the user has entered such.
I
Ec.IH an entity.
This command colls the underlying system editor to enable
the edit1ng of t11e definition of en entity. The entity is
actually removed from tho database and passed to the editor
in a format similar to that produced by the display command.
It is then re-entered into the database upon the end of the
edlt session.
He 1p comrnand.
This command displays the syntax and information regarding e
particular command (if specified) similar to that in the User
Monuol. If no particular information is required, then a listing
of all t11e commands avoiloble is displayed.

LAGS

This command currently has the relevant information coded
into the LAGS program - an improvement to allow easier
updatfng of such infonnat1on would be to retrieve this
information from o file.
Equate object os an amalgarnotion of other objects.
This command, although not implemented yet, is intended to
allow the definition of an object in terms of other objects,
and so form a hierarchical object definition. The individual
parts of this object should then be able to be accessed if need
be.
Oefi rae entity comrnond.
This command permits the definition of any of the four types
of entities in the dt~tobose.
Since the defi ni Uon of em pb jJ3ct by this command is like! y to
occur over a number of input lines, the LAGS prompt changes
to remind the user what is being done - the last command in
on object definition must be the quit commend.
The definition of a format entity is not yet implemented in
LAGS.
load file.
This commend opens the given file for subsequent use by the
Run command.
It is intended to allow the file to contain elther LAGS
commends created by the user, or a storage efficient
representation created by LAGS itself. The former case is
only implemented at this stage.
Run flle.
This command causes subsequent commends to be executed
frorn the given file (or the currently opened file 1f no file is
specified). Once all commands have been executed the input
switches bacl< to the terminal.
Save file.
It is intended t11et this commend will save the current status
of LAGS/ for loading via the Load command. This command is
not yet implemented.
Set command.
This command allows the setting of the screen coordinate
system.
It can a1so be used to i ni U ali se and terminate three types of
traces, which can go to either the terminal or a file. One
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traces the commands entered during the session~ another the
graphics codes generated by LAGS~ and finally a dump trace
showing how LAGS has interpreted the commends themselves.
The 1otter trace is on 1y of use for debugging LAGS itse 1f and
is no help to the user.
System command.
This command allows a system call on the underlying
operating system. Upon completion~ control passes back to
LAGS.
Where command.
This command displays t11e current cursor coordinates and the
corner coordinates defl ni ng the screen.
I

Simple graphics commands are commends that produce sitnple graphic
results; they do not generate complex curves or any animation sequences
or such like. They can be thought of as the primitive commands of an
animation system.
Place an object at a point.
This command allows the placing of an object on the screen~
and can optionally be used to name that instance of the object
es something else. This is so that if any transformations are
clone on the object, the original /Jitleprillt can stoy intact.
r~emove an object from tt1e screen.
This command is tho same as discussed in the non graphics
commends~ only here will remove en object from the screen.
At present a "trace" of where the object had been is left
belli nd, 1f an ob j oct was belli nd 1t (the same occurs in an
animation sequence as the object moves along). This is
because an object is presently removed by redrawing it in
inverse mode so the background object would not be fully
restored.
Print text at a point.
This cotmnend is intended to allow for the printing of text
according to some specified format entity. At present,
formats are not implemented, so this command only prints the
text i tse 1f where requit-ed.
I
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fill en object with a colour.
This command allows for the filling of an object with a
specified colour (or part of an object tn the case of the
i ntencled hi erarchi co 1 structured ob j eels).
At present this cornrnand is not implemented/ although LAGS
will recognise its syntox.
Move too point (either relative or absolute).
This command allows the movement of the graphics cursor to
the coordinate specified/ which can be absolute of relative to
the current cursor position.
Plot at o point (either relative or absolute).
This commond works in the some way as for the move
command/ except that it plots a point at the new cursor
position. If no point is specified/ then it plots a point at the
current position.
Orow a line to a point (either relative or absolute).
This command/ in its simplest form/ draws a straight line
from the current position to that specified. For a more
powerful form of the command/ refer to the next section.
Circle drown at a point with a given radius.
This command draws o circle at the specified point, or the
current position if none is specified/ with a radius as
specified.
E11illSe drawn at a point with given radii.
This command draws an ellipse at the specified point/ or the
current position if none is speclf1ed/ with the maximum and
minimum radii as specified.
Arc commencl.
This command allows the drawing of orcs in two forms/ both
starting at the current point. One is about a given point by a
specified cfegree, while the other is through one point to the
ending point.
Cl eor screen.
This command clears the screen and notes any objects that
vvere on the screen os being removed.

Tllese commands are the rnost powerful and complex that LAGS provides
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to the user. All but one ore the heart of the systern as e whole - the
ani mat f on commends.
Draw to a point (either relative or absolute) using points.
This command allows plotting through a sequence of
coordinates/ either curved or in straight segments. The points
themselves can be either points as from the points entity of
the database/ or function generated points.
If a curve is to be generated/ LAGS uses the inbullt curve
fitting of the VT241 terminal in the present implementation.
Transform command.
It is intended tl'wt this command will transform one object
into another over a number of frames. For exo1nple 1t could be
used to tnmsform a squere ir{to a triangle.
This command is not yet implemented.
Rotate commend.
This command will t;otate an object about 8 point (or its
centre) by a given degree over o number of frames. An extra
facility 1s provided for this command which 1s discussed
below.
Sea I e commBnd.
This command will scale an ob,iect about 8 point (or its
centre) by specified scale factor(s) over a number of frames.
An extra facility is provided for this command which is
discussed below.
Tronsfer commend.
This command will transfer (move) on object to o point
(either relative or absolute) along a path over a number of
frernes. The path that the object is moved along con be o
straight line from the start to the end point/ or it can be
along a path defined by a coord1 nate sequence. Ttle coordinate
sequence (or points) are the same as those used in the
complex draw command in this section; that is they can be
points os 1n a pol nts ent1 ty 1 or function-generated points. An
extra fa en ity is provided for this command which is
discussed below.
1

The above three commands (rotate/ scale/ & transfer) will
also allow the occurrence of simultaneous rotations and
sea lings about specified points (either fixed or relative to the
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object -relative means that the point moves in relation to the
object). A seemingly infinite number of such transformations
could happen to an object at once.

Most of the commemds don't actutJlly require the specification of a
number of parameters - for example~ by not spec1fy1ng a coordinate, the
current position is assumed; by not specifying en object~ the lest one used
(ie the current object) is assumed.

LAGS
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LAGS hes been implemented on the Vox by en interpreter written in 'C'.
A digital VT241 Graphics term1nol is used under the ReGIS graphics
system~ which has kindlt~ bee1n lent by BCL.

A compiler would be used to compile a LAGS command language program
into object code~ whereby it could be linked wlth the appropriate libraries
and executed. Tile complied code from a program would most likel~~ contain
a number of co11s to modules in o LAGS utility library.
The moin reosons for basing LAGS on en interpreter rother thon a
compller are thot
1. An interpr-eter can be developed faster and more easily
than a compiler.
2. A compiler would not be portable unless it produced
intermediate code (eg EM-code).
3. An interpreter allows cornrnands to be modified more
easily.
4. If on interpreter is written initially~ it makes the job
of producing a compller (at a later date) easier~ since
the chance of modifications for the compiler would be
reduced. This is an advantage as it is inherently more
difficult to alter a compiler than an interpreter given
the case of a modification to the command lenguage.
If a compiler was used, the main advantage would be the speed
improvement over an interpreter in the execution of the commands.
It was decided that since en interpreter can be developed more quickly~
it would be the best pl e~ce to start. A trace feclllty could be added to give
even better speed than tiHlt for com pi 1ed 1f required.

The language to write the interpreter had to be portable~ and had to be
on an available computer. Since the best machine appeared to be the Vax~
which runs UNIX, the obvious first choice seemed to be ·c·.
Another advantage in using C~ apart from its portability~ is its lack of
highly restricted structures~ which allows easier programming (as long as
you know what you are doing) and the production of probably more
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efficient code.
A later suggestion was as to why Llsp was not considered. After all,
the advantages of Usp was tllat it meet the interpreter requirement. and
that it is possible to develop a new language on top of Lisp with relative
ease. The major drawback regarding Lisp was the portability aspect, and
Its execution speed even when comp11ed is unlikely to be better when
compared to a c based interpreter.
Once the interpreter was well on the way of being written, a further
question was put as to why automatic parser end scanner generating tools
were not used to speed t;p the development of the interpreter. such tools
exist for C programs, namely Voce and Lex.
Upon looking into this poss1b11ity, the following disadvantages of using
such tools for this project bectJme apparent:1. The use of such generators requires the knowledge of the
syntax and grornm~rs that they require as input. It appears
that it would have taken more time to learn how to use such
grammars and app 1y this to the 1anguage LAGS than it took
to actually write tt1e corresponding secUons of LAGS
without such tools.
2. Updating the language of LAGS would be e disadvantage for
onyone that did not know thEl grammars required as input
since such would have to be learnt.
3. Portability would ue q problem 1f LAGS was to be
imp 1emented onto e computer system for future
development work thot did _D.Qj._...@QQ.ort such tools. This
would mean the code produced by such tools would heve to
be edited, which would not be an easy task as the code itself
is not very reodable.
Thus the main edvont5ge of using such tools is ease of modifications
QU.ce Ut!)_grammer has been developed. The mt"lin disadvantage mentioned 1s
the portability of LAGS to new system for development work. This
portability ospect is considered far more important, so it seems
reasonable to not have used such tools at the time.

5.3 Terminal _Indeu_enllence

To achieve terminal independence, 1t wos necessary to design a small
central core of terminal dependent graphics primitives. All animation
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commands therefore hod to communicate with the graphics terminal via
these primitives.
One problem in developing these pt~imitives was to determine what
level of primitives should be used. For example, should a 'line drawing'
primitive be provided, or a non primitive 'line drawer' which utilised the
primitive 'plot' to plot the line.
The decision to determine the appropriate level of terminal
independence became based on the following three points .....
1. How important is the level of primitives?, that is, would
the time spent on developing 'very' low level primitives,
(bearing in mind the extra work required for higher level
routines to utilise these), be beneficial to the main
objective of developing an .!)nimation system. The time
may be spent more wisely on developing the animation
techniques, within the time allocated for the project.
2. How ol;tnb can ~ graphics terminal be expected to be?.
3. What effect on the real time onimotion speed wi 11 the
level of primitives (&hence software layers) have?.
Considering points 2 & 3, it was decided that the graphics terminal
should be f'(f8Stl!l8bi!:J lnt e//igtmt whereby primitives for such things as
plotting, line drawing/ and screen clearing should be provided by it.
As the level or complexity of the commands or primitives increased/
consideration 1 started to ploy some importance. Because of this, it was
decided that circle and arc drawing commends should also be terminal
independent (to produce code to do this at a later date would not require
too much effort as appropriate formulas are well known).
Two higher level primitives that the particular terminal being used
provided had to be considered, particularly from the point of view of the
time they would actually require to implement in LAGS.
1. Inbuilt curve fitting. Typically only the most comprehensive graphics
terminal would be able to do this - so should the time be spent in
implementing a curve fitting algorithm?. Some of the known curve fitti'ng
techniques were looked into, predominantly B-sp11nes, and it appeared
possible that a suitable method could be used. However, for the time scale
of the project, it was decided to use the inbuilt curve fitting provided by
the terminal, with a recommendation that a suftable algorithm could be
added In later developments. Implementation time required and execution
speed were the main factors which affected this decision.
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It should be noted that the inbuilt curve fitting is used in four different

situations, namely curve fitting of points, curve fitting of function
generated points, drawing on ellipse, and drawing on ore. For o discussion
as to why tl1e curve fitting was used, and how further developments may
avoid using the inbuilt curve fitting, refer to the Section on 6.1.

2. The other built-in feature of the terminal considered was the abllity
to store a sequence of graphic commands defining en object at the
terminal - this is basically a macro. This would allow quicker redrawing
of the object as only one command would be required.
The reason against utilising this feature is that the object has to be
stored within LAGS itself for obvious reasons, and since the redrawing of
objects is not very slow, it seemed pointless to use this feature; which
would have to be removed eventually for portability reasons.

T11e mathematical basis explaining basic graphics transformat1ons is
covered in Appendix A.
The results of this is that the ectuel animation is based on ten
constants which ore pre-calculated before a given animation sequence
starts. It is then onl~t a matter of performing the necessary operations
involving these constants to transform an object frame by frame. The
effect of this is that once the constants ore calculated, the animation
flows as smoothly as possible.
An object is animated by the mod1fication of the parameters of the
commends defining the object, which are easily accessed by the "11st of
pointers to numbers" eccompenying each object definiUon. (This is
explained within Section 5.6.1). Thus the actual updating of the object is
simplified greatly as there is no need to actually scan the obJect and
deterrnine what commands 1t consists of~ and then proceed to alter the
parameters.

The screen is divided into two windows. One is a text window which is
at the bottom of the screen. The other consists of the rest of the screen
ond is known as the graphics window.
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In the current irnplementeUonl the text window is defined via a
terminal dependent primitive~ which reserves the bottom 5 lines of the
screen for this use. The terminal handles ell the necessary scrolling
within this window. This may not be satisfactory for some terminals~
which may cause soft ware routines handling such to be writ ten for LAGS.
The graphics window actually covers the whole screen (including the
text window!) in the current implementation. To achieve the effect of a
separate window tho oppropri ate off set is added to all ·y-axi s'
coordinates to effectively shift the graphics region up above the text
window. This again is terminal dependent.
I

Commands such os Index~ Di sp 1ayl and Help currently use the reduced
text w1ndOW 1 which is not satisfactory as all the informaUon produced by
these commands cannot be seen at once. Some method is required so that
all the infonnation is seen in response to any of the ebove commands. One
way would be to ternpororily enlarge the text window to fit all the
information~ and then reconstruct the screen afterwards. Another way
would be to allow a text window to be shown at a time~ with the user
signalling when to proceec1.
A simi Jar problem happens with the Edit cotmnand where it would be
preferable if the system could switch from the graphics window to a full
sized text window.
One way that LAGS could solve both problems would be to record all
the grephi cs codes produced that are required to reconstruct the screen
(since the last clear screen). Then it could do the screen changing itself.
The Set Grephics Trace Command~ which is executed within the primitives~
could a1so send to "screen recording" a copy of the trace to keep track of
·vvhat is needed to reconstruct the screen. Other more elegant and more
efficient ways may be possible.
1\nother feature of screen representation which is not carried out by
LAGS itself is that of clipping. Clipping is the term used to describe how
coordinates going to the screen are checked for validity. If a point is not
on the screen/ the following can occur:- an error occurs;
- the point is J·Jo'reppeo' erotmo' so that it appears
somewhere where it shouldn't;
- the point is not displayed.
The last option is what clipp1ng tries to achieve~ so that t11e system
does not have to rely on the terminal itself. On the current implementation
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the terminal Itself does clipping tnost of the time.
There are many clipping algorithms knownJ from basic ones such as
checking every point, to more complex and less time consuming methods.
Of course, whatever is cllosenJ an extra amount of overhead wi 11 occurJ
which wi 11 of course reduce the t?.al tIme speed of LAGS.

5.6 Database Entities Rf!prose~!ions

The four main entlties (objectsJ functions, points and formats) of the
database onct what their uses are hove been outlined in SecUon 4.2.1. All
these entitles can be referred to by the commands of the language in two
waysJ namely an identifier, or a number (which is what the entity is known
internally to LAGS by, but is available to the user).
This section now covers briefly how each of these has been
implemented.

_5.flJ_Ob j_ect

Reru}!s~ntaJion

An object Is stored as a sequence of commands which actually draw the
obJect. An additional structure is required within the object's definition
theJl points to all numbers enclosed J·vitl7il7 t!Je commonds which define the
object. Tl11s is so tiH'lt any animauon 1s able to be carried out more
efficiently. As to why this is so, refer to the Section 5.4. A diagram
showing this structure is os followsJ whereby to alter the parameters of
the commands making up the ob jectJ one only has to scan the Pointers to
numbers.

Object nome: fred

Commonds:
move to 1OJ I 0;
r.====-==-=- _JI 't
drt:~w using (20J 1O)J(20J20),( 10,20),( I OJ 10);

Pointers to

'l_t_l.!..~_j_}

J.

.

-E-A-f-1--1..._,____.__,_'-f-'-f-'-lf-'-+

~~:==U
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This idea could even be extended further whereby the object is
r·epresented os a string of grephic codes (terminal dependent) and the
"pointers to numbers" point to the numbers to be transmitted within this
string. This would mean that on otJject would only hove to have its defining
comrnands executed once~ unlike the current animation where such must
occur at eocll frame.
Because of the animation aspect~ that is parameters of the object are
actually altered cluring an animation~ an object must be stored in terms of
absolute or actual coordinates~ and not relative. This meems that at the
point on object is actually defined~ any commands referring relative to
another coordinate must be converted to an absolute coordinate based
command. For e><ample~ how would scaling by different amounts in each
axis direction effect the following instances 7 :a) a degree for an arc command.
b) a radius for a circle.
c) a relative coordint'.lte~ eg move by 10~20.
None of these could be treated in the some manner as absolute
c:oordi nates.

9.6,2 .tunct t~.!JJ Rer,wesen1JJt ion
Functions are defined as a nonnol arithmetic expression/ which can
utilise other user defined functions or system supplied functions (eg sin~
sqrt etc). The only functions thot the user can deflne are unary~ in terms of
'x'. No doubt~ when 3 dimensions ere to be implemented~ then functions
using two variatiles rnay be required. For details of the types of operands
recognised~ refer to the User 11anual.
The expressions forming the functions had to be stored in such a way so
that LAGS could use tile functions efficiently. Elecouse of this~ all such
expressions ore stored tn Reverse Polish Notation.

5.t1_l_Poi Qts Bepres~ntat ion
Points ar·e recognised by LAGS as a finite sequence of coordinates.
These can become lmown to LAGS by the "define points" command~ and by
the implicit use of coordinate sequences (the octuel use of coordinates
within o commend~ rather than a points identifier). In the latter easel
LAGS e1ssigns on internal points number to the sequence~ end treats it the
same os any other sequence from then on.
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LAGS also generates temporary points that have been generated by the
use of a function.
Points are stored as a llnl<ed list of coordinates.

5.6,_4 Formot fS.J1presentet i oa
A format is to be used by LAGS to specify the format specification used
vi a the print command for di sp la~~i ng text in various farms.
This feature has not been implemented in LAGS yet.
5.(:;..5 StQJ]!g~3J1Jl.c_turef?.
These four entity types htwe each been implemented with their own
toble. An entry in the table can indicate whether the definition of the
entity has been loaded into LAGS (or still in the non-implemented
database). When a new ent1ty is to be added to a table, the table 1s scanned
to find the next free space. The position an entity occurs in its table is
known as the entity's nut11ber, and cen be referred to by the user. The
points table has twice as many elements to permit LAGS to generate its
own (temporary) points entities without reducing the users' number.
Another table stores the identifier names of all the entities. It is
implemented as a hash table witt1 chaining to resolve collisions.

It should be noted that the technique discussed here to define a path is
the same as that used to draw a curve or a sequence of line segments as
done by the Draw command.
As has been explained, the path that an object moves along while being
animated can be one of three types :1. a direct path from the start to the end coordinates (straight
line).
2. a path following a coordinate sequence as specified by a
points entity.
3. a path following a coordinate sequence generated by calls to a
fun eli on ent lty.
There is no need to discuss case 1, as it is straightforward. In the case
of a path specified by a function, LAGS generates a coordinate sequence by
calling the function over the range of x_coordinate values, in appropriate
steps, as specified within a command. Consequently this case can be
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treated identically to case 2.
LAGS knows the start end end coordinates of where the object is to go.
It also knows the start anrJ end coordinates of the coordinate sequence
that is to be used to define the path .. These points are typically not the
serne, so LAGS stretches the coordinates of the coordinate sequence so
that the two start and end positions arQ the same. The mathematics
involved in doing this is covered in Appendix c.
An example of such is shown in the following diagram.
500
400 .
300
200
100 .
·---l·--··t---t----•~-l-·--1--t---l-

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

-

original points ( 100,200),(300,50),(400,10),(700,400),(750,300).

ne·w· points generated by stretching to match start ( 10 ,20) and end ( 800,300).
giving ( 10,200) ,( 253,50) ,( 3 74,1 00) ,( 739,400) ,( 800 ,300).

Once the path is det'ined, an animation along such a path first
calculetes the length of the path and then apportions the animation frames
equolly olong the pt'lth elccording to this distance.

Tile LAGS system t11at t·H3S been implemented on the Vox does oll that
has been stoted.
One con define objects, points and function entities~ although they do
not at this stage go into emy uotobose. Consequently the user con cr1::1ote o
dotet)ase by 1oadl ng such def i ni t1 ons 1n o f 11 e end using the Run command in
LAGS.
An object can be defined in terms of tile following LAGS comrnends;
1-\rc, Drow, ~love~ Plot, Print, Circle~ ond Ellipse. This permits complex
objects to be defined, although they ere not solid or hierarchical at this
stage.
The user can perform scalingsl rotations and movements of objects
elong ony path. As the command lengue~ge states, the rotations and scalings
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can occur relative or fixed about a specified coordinate, and as manw... of
these can occur at once as is required.
On the Vax, all such animation sequences are perf orrned as quickly as
the terminel can handle. There is of course an initial pause (up to 2 sees
real time) 'IVhlle the constants for the animation are calculated, and then
the an1rnat1on proceeds swiftly (with the occas1onal pause as LAGS 1s
times 1iced).
Since the Graphics Trace facility works, an interesting test was
carried out to see if the ani meti on could be speeded up even more. A trace
of an animation sequence was sent to a f11e. The b6Ud rate between tile Vax
and the terminal was doubled to 19200 baud and LAGS was given a high
priority (so it had nearly all the CPU). A listing was then done on the trace
file (by the Uni>< command 'cat'), whereby the animation proceeded. The
actual speed of such an animation was barely any different from that
achieved by LAGS interpreting the commands itself! (remember that with
the trace on LAGS is actually performing twice the output). From this the
conclusion can be drawn that the graphics terminal itself appears to be
the bottleneck of the system, and not LAGS or tl1e Vax. That is the port of
the system which limits the speed of tile animation.
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Ttie ore many possible areas tt1at can l)e developed to meet tlie matn
objective of producing a cornplete animated graphics system.
SorrlfJ of tile more rolevont ond important ones

-·
-

are listed below :-

s~tstem

curve fitting.
hierarchical definition and animation of objects.
increasing the terminal independency.
implementing text & fonnet speci ficetions of such.
implementation of the database.
new subsystern for defining an object.
moving to 3 dimensions, shafJing end multiple light
sources.
allowing many objects to be animated at once.

Each of these points and likely solution(s) is now discussed in more
c1etail where possible.

In the present implementation of LAGS, the inbuilt curve fitting of the
terminal itself is used.
This is not really sotisfectory when considering terminal independence.
Ttle reesons wl'ly this 1Nas used is discussed in Section 5.3.
The curve fitting is used in four distinct ceses, nemely
cw-ve fitting of points, curve fitting of function generated points,
drawing of ellipses, tmd drawing of arcs.
The reesons for eecll of these, and possible solution(s) is discussed
below.
CU[.\@_fi t.t ing...QLRoini~
As discussed in tl'le previous mentioned section, the solution to this· is
to use some curve fitting algorithm, and generate the points on the curve
via this. It rna~~ be possible to do this in o similar manner to the way the
current terminal does it by only requiring the previous two points end
working off the next one (doing it this way, H it were possible, would
mean thet the primitives for curve drawing themselves would only have to
be modified).
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C~!t.Ve

fitting of function gerwrated !JOint~
One way to solve this is to have the function generate points the~t are
close enough to plot the curve directly from these points.
Another way would be to treat such points as just "points" and submit
these to the curve fitting solution as above. This is what is currently done
now since function generated points are used to both define a curve to be
drawn, and to define the movement of an object (former requires more
precision than the latter).
Drawi ng_an El.liP..§f
An ellipse must be stored os absolute points, so the four outer points
hove been chosen; refer to the Section 5.6.1 as to why this is so. Curve
fitting was used here becouse it worked perfectly for an ellipse, and it
was efficient.
Two possible solutions exist (apart from just solving the first case and
£;till using curve fitting), while still retaining the absolute points.
One is to use four arcs to drew en ellipse. A suitable formula was
calculated before the curve fitting efficient possibility came along, and
was only partially implementerJ. This can be found in Appendix B.
The oth~w way to produce the ellipse would be to just plot all the
points of the ellipse according to the equation of an ellipse.
praw1ngJt!LACQ
The reasons that curve fitting was used here rather than the inbuilt arc
command was that is was eesier. r·~ernember thet the arc, like the ellipse,
rnust be stored as absolute points -three in this case.
This could be implemented by using the curve fitting discussecJ above,
using a terminal dependent arc command, or simp 1y p1ot ti ng the points of
the arc.

is required l1ere is the facility where an object can be defined ·as
an amalgamation of ot1'1er objects. An iniUal approach to the syntax for
such a commend has been done, which is described by the equate commond
es in the User 11anual.
Given this possibility, the who! e object or just parts of it could be
referred to, particularly in the animation commands. This would add a
great deal more power to the animeting ability of LAGS. For instance, a
11Vhat
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cornplete object could be doing one thing while part(s) of it could be doing
other things.
It is envisaged that once this structure was implemented, the subparts
of the object could be accessed by o'ot IJOtBtiotJ. For example, "transfer
person.arm.hand by 100 ,200".
The main animation commands could be easily modified to suit this, and
the Wtlile clauses coulcJ ollow tt1e specification of subparts. For example,
"transfer person by 100,100 while rotating arm. hand by 1Odeg and scaling
ann by 2,2 over 10 frames".

To implement the hierarchical definition of en object within the object
definition, one point must be remembered. To ensure that the commands
work on all parts of the object as expected, the top level "list of pointers
to number" (refer to Section 5.6.1) must point to .Ml parts of the object,
including subparts. A sut)part will only point to ell those points on its
definition and those parts below it, but not above. This is shown in the
following diagram.

~[H]

'--·--.:~----Each part of the object is labelled A, B, ... , H. The section labelled 'A' is
the top of the obJect hierarchy. The labels within brackets et each level is
a 11st of those sections which the "pointers to numbers" of that level can
point to.
With this in mind, the implementation of such into
prove too dlffi cult.

Lt~Gs

should not
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Currently, LAGS can only animate one ot1ject at a ttme. Tile ab111ty to
animate many objects simultaneously would be a requirement by any end
user, and so it will have to be implemented.
To implement such, a scheduling algorithm would have to be devised.
Apart from this a command structure would hove to be developed so that
LAGS recognises when this is meant to happen, but in a way that is still
ver~1 understandable to the user.
The first approach to the solution would be to look at languages such as
Simula Classes to see how such scheduling of events or processes is done.
This in itself is straightforward, and could be easily applied to LAGS. For
example, an egende of animation instonces could exist with which the
animating routine selects the instance at the head of the agenda and
performs one frame of animation. The resulting instance could then be
placed at the encj of the agenda. An instance recorded on the agenda would
record such information as the object number, constants of the enimaUonl
the object starting position and so on.

To increase tile tennlnol independency of LAGS, apart from the areas
already discussed (such as curve fitting), the following should be done.
A number of the terminol dependent primitives should be written for a
selection of commonly used graphics terminals. In doing so, it may be
found that some of the primitives may have to be substantially altered,
and not only at the primitive level. For example/ the text windows setup
rnay not be possible on some terminals.

To achieve the type of text display 8nd !:mimeJtion hoped for in the
Section 2.2, a lot of development work would be required, especially in tile
area of getting text to appear in an animated form as if written by hand.
The emount of work required here/ end its likely complexity, would be
sufficient for a separate honours project.
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At t11e moment LAGS has the necessm·y functions called w11en access to
the database is requirecl, either loading of saving data. Unfortunately,
these routines do nothing ot the moment as there is no separate database.
To use commonly used entities at the moment, the only way to do so is
to run a command fi 1o vi o the LAGS run comn1and.
To implement such a database, the question of storage formats, access
methods (what t~1pe of indexing) and so forth will be required.
The job to clo this would be fairly time consuming, but should quite
strai g11t forward.

All these are substantial sections to implement in themselves. Because
LAGS has been written in a modular and consistent form, the job of
implementing some of these extras should be simplified.
The next improvement to try would probably be moving LAGS into 3
dimensions, which would require the coordinate s~1stem to be chan£Jed from
2D to 3D. This would mainly effect the object drawing and animation
E1ffects, although the mett10cl used for the animation technique itself can
be easily expanded to IH1m1le 3 dimensions (4x4 matrices would be used
rather than the current 3x3).

It is ti10UQht
that tiH~ object
definition could be changed
so that a user
'"
.
'"
can develop the object (possibly with the aid of a mouse) on the screen,
rather than entering comrnands as now happens.
Two possible solutions as to how to achieve this would be:··
- a standard drawing package (say MacDraw for the
Macintosh as an example) could be used to produce
codes representing the object. An addition a1 program
would then convert these codes into something LAGS
recognises which would probably be difficult to do.
- a specially written program which produces the correct
object definition BS expected by LAGS.
t'·tany questions surround this irnprovement (-for example, who is going
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to use it, just the central site or the users as well), and all would have to
be taken into account.

To enter commands to LAGS at the moment requires the knowledge of
the language LAGS itself, and such commends must be typed in.
An improvement over this would be to provide a tnot;se btJseo' tnetJt,
which could be used in a similar way to ~lacDraw for exarnple, whereby the
user would neecl no knowledge of the underlying command language.
To consider en improvement of this type a section of terminal
dependent. routines would be required to control the menu. The first step
for this may be to develop such o subsystem on on Apple Macintosh since
mony of the tools for c1oing suct1 'are provided. Once it was found feasible
on such a system, the sarne ideas could be transferred to other terminals.

All these improvements covered, and there ore probably more, will
g~merate extre overhead on LAGS. A point may come 'vYhere on improvement
rnakes LAGS unacceptably slow or large, so some tradeoffs would have to
be

mecle.
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"J. Conclusion
This project has had as 1ts main object1ve to determine the feas1b111ty
of developing an animation system that removes the need from the user to
generate complex or commonly used objects for use in animation
sequences, and to pro vi de the f actl i ties to all ow easy creal ion of such
sequences without the need to generate each frame individually. It has
been shown that a suitable user friendly language can be developed to
perform these tasks which the user can use.
This system, because of Hs experimental aspect, has enabled the
possiblity for many interest1ng future developments.
The system as its stands at the moment can be developed into a
powerful system with such features as three dimensions and
simultaneously animated multiple hierarchical objects wlthout too much
difficult work. Extra features such as an object generation subsystem will
of course enhance the appeal to prospective users.
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Animation Mathematics

Animation Mathemotlcs

A1

As per [2) and other references, the following matr·ix forms of
transformations ore known to transfer o point [x y 11 to [x' y' 1].
transfe[r b~ on ~mo~Jnt (relative)
refer to as T[x,yl

0
1
0
-Tx -T y I
rotate aoout t11e ori g1 n by G'
co~; E)' -sin 8' 0sin 8' cos 8' 0
0
0
1

[

refer to as R[G']

scale about tl1e or1g1n Lly (Sx, Sy)

s Syo o-]
[
Ox

0

0

0

refer to as S[x,yl

1

So, a rotation about a point other thon the origin is achieved by simply
transferring the point to the origin, performing the rototion, and then
transferring back. This is shown os the following product
T[-·cx, -cy I· R[S') • Tlcx, cy 1

refer to as R[cx, cy,e·]

which is o rototi on about point (ex, cy) by cr.
Similarly for scaling giving ~;[ex, c~, Sx, Syl·
ExtencJing on this basic ideo, a rotation by f':r about a point (a,b) and also
a scaling in relation to (e,f) by (Sx,Sy) cen be done. This would give the
final transformation matrix as
T[-o,-b] · R[e'] · T[a,b) • T[ -e ,-f) · S[sx,syl • T[e .f)
or
T[-o,-b] · R[G') • T[a-e,b-f] · S[sx,syl · T[e,f)
These basic ideos have been extended to enable complex
tremsforrnations to occur with relelive ease whereby most calculations
can be performed before the animation itself starts.
This is done by precolculating a composite matrix and using foctors
extracted from this in the subsequent animation.

Animation 1"1athematics

A2

Now, giv(m r~lx, y, 0'] and S[x, y, Sx, Syl which allow rotation and scaling
about a given point (x,y), the following has been formulated.
If an object (or whatever is being transformed) is moving in relation to

its starting point, then two possible interpretations can be made of the
rototion and scalings, which are
fi><ed: the point (x,y) remains fixed regardless of where the
object goes to.
relative: the point (x,y) moves in relatlon to the centre of the
object as 1t moves, so as to ensure that the point remains
t11e same position in relation to wt1ere the object sterted.
If both these possib111ties ore ;allowed in the one animation sequence or
command, it can be seen thet an essenti o11 y i!Jfinite number of
transformations could occur to an object at once, since either 'relative' or
'fixed' can occur in relation to any point.
So, along the lines of the above composite matrix calculation, it is
po'ssible to see how further multiplications of different trensforrnetions
will actually produce two distinct composite metrices - one for 'fixed'
transformations, and one for ·relative·. Tt1ese two will now be referred to
as FIXED and RELATIVE respecti ve1y.
If these matrices ore to be repeatedly applied to the defining points of
an obJect, and thus animate it, then FIXED is used just as it is. However, for
RELATIVE to worl<, the oh ject must be transferred back to where it started
from, the relative transformetion(s) performed, and then transferred beck.
So, witll this in mind, the composite metrix becomes the product of
Tl-TXI -T y1 • RELATIVE. T[T X• Tyl • FIXED
( 1)
where Tx and Ty are the differences from where the object is now to
where it started from (based on the objects centre).
Now since Tx and Ty can change as the animation proceeds, the above
product cannot be calculated prior to actual animation time. Instead, the
above computation must be simplified so that the transformation on the
object can be done with little computation (compared to four matrices
multiplied together, \'Vhicl1 then multiplies each point of the object).

This allows the following to be formulated, as on the next page.
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Rewriting ( 1) as
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dh

aj + dl<

0

tlg... + eh

bj + ek

0

g(-Txa -ly b +c + Tx) +
11( -Tx d - Ty e + f + Ty) + 1

j (- Tx a - Ty b + c + Tx) +
k(-Tx d - ly e + f + Ty) + 1
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Now each point lx y I) is multiplied by this matrix to get the new point
[x' ~f 1]. Treating tl1e above matrix as

r ~
A D. 0
B E 0
C F 1

gives

1-\ :: ag + dh
B = bg + ell
C :.: C1 + T xC2 + TyC3
where C1 = gc + hf + i
C2 =g( 1 - a) - hd
C3 = h( 1 - e) - gb

D =aj + dk
E =bj + ek
F ::: F 1 + Txf2 + T yF3
F1 ::: j c + kf + l
F2:::j(1-e)-kd
F3 = k( 1 - e) - jb

It cen be eoslly noticed that A~ B, C1~ C2~ C3, D, E, F 1, F2, F3 ore all
constant. This allows us to colcule~te the above constants bef_or~ ony
enlrnatlon starts. Given the ability to precalculate these constants, tt1e
I
new point [x' y' 11 can be easily colculatod os
><' :.: Ax + By + C1 + TxC2 + T yC3
y' :: Dx + Ey + F 1 + TxF2 + T yF3
This means that eoch new object position con be efficiently calculated
in the same speed no matter how complex the initial rotate/scale
fixed/relative clauses were.
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Given the four outside points, the two radii of an ellipse can be eoslly
calculated -call

x and

~1.

Assuming that

x >yin this case

the following can

be determined :(centrex,centrey) is the centre of the ellipse.
b = ../(xz - yz);
r::: X - b; d ::: 2X - y;
deltax =b- r; deltay =d - y;
theta= tan- 1(deltax/deltay);

xtheta = 2thete;
ythete = 180 - xthete;
startx = centrex- d*sin(thet.e);
starl~J - centrey- d*cos(thet.a) . . deltay.
the appropriate values are shown below

(star\x,stady)

As can be seen, the ste1rting point, the ore centres, roclii, and degrees
can ell be calculated.

Am!tm d t~.Lk
Path Stretching formula
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Path Stretching formula

LAGS has start point (Sx~Sy) (typically the current cursor or object
position) and the end point (Ex~E~J) to move to. It also has a coordinate
sequence; which contains three or more coordinates; of which the start
coordinate is (sxjsy) and tile end point 1s (exjey).
To stretch the coordinate sequence so that (sx~sy) equals (SX Sy) and
that (exjey) equals (ExlEy) the following calculations are performed.
1

sea 1e._x = (Ex - Sx)/(ex - sx);
scale_.~! = (E~I - Sy)/(ey - sy);
if any of these get set tQ zero~ then set from zero to 1.0;
I
offseL_x ::: (Sx + Ex)/2 -- scole_.x*(sx + ex)/2;
offseL.y = (Sy + Ey)/2- scale_y*(sy + ey)/2;

Now to scale any point (xjy) in the coordinate sequence; all that must
be· done is to set x to
scale_x*x ·t- offset_x
and set y to
scale_yi':·y + offset_y.
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User manual
This User t'1anual is more cotTec~ly termed a reference manual as it does
not explain ell the idees of LAGS that a typical user may require (for
example the four types of datobese entities). It defines the syntax of all
tl1e commands recognised by LAGS, and explains the effect each has. Where
appropriate, each command covered has a few syntactically correct
examples, but no e><plmlation as to what each example is given as they are
consh1et~ed self explanatory.

f.:XP-hmot.ion of the Syntox
A11 symbo 1s and comrnancls (or words) that LAGS recognises appear in bo 1d
form. Note thet if a symbo'l is not bold~ then H is !lQ1 part of the command;
for exmnple () ma~1 appeor In both bold and non bold.
Any clause enclosed by I 1is an optional part of the command.
Any cleuse enclosed by { } specifies that the ch:~use may be repeated zero
or rnore times.
Any clause enclosed by < > signlfies the place where the parameters of the
command ere to be placed.
Any clauses separated by I signifies that there is an alternative; either
one or the other.
All numbers must conform to the following syntax .....
{+ I -} ({<digit>}. <digit> {<digit>}) I
(<digit> {<digit>} I. {<digit>} 1)
thus the f o11 owing ore a11 V(J 1i d numbers
-123 45.6 7 .B9 +.1
t 0. -O.B
All names and identifiers must conform to the following s~tntax .....
<alphabetic> {<alphanumeric> }
where currently a maximum of only 12 characters is allowed.

LAGS typically assumes that a command has been completed if all
non-optional parts of a command has been entered & comes across
something unexpected (say the next command). To force the termination of
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a commend, the serni-colon character con be used.
All commands and identifiers ere case independent.
To refer to a database entity, either the identifier of the entity can be
used, or tl1e entity number (which can be obtai ned vi a the index or display
commands). For example H 'bert' is points identifier number 2, then
bert and points .,2 are equivalent.

The clause .. _ smooth I complete" appears at the end of a number of
commands. This is recognised by LAGS as correct syntax, but as far as the
current implementation is concerned, this option is not implemented.
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ore about <>O,<Y> by <degree> deg
ore through <X 1> .<y 1> to <X2> a<y2>

This comrmmcl draws en ore from the current position, either through point

x LY 1 to x2,y2, or alternatively about points x,y by the given degree.
Exarnples: arc about 10,20 by 30deg;
arc through 10,20 to 40,50;

Circle ComrnaruJ
circle lot <X>,<Y>] !with] radius !of] <radius>
This command plots a circle with centre at x,y (or at the current cursor
position if no coordinates ore specified), with the radius specified.
Tile cursor is positioned at the centre of the circle after this command.
Examples: c1rcle at 100,200 with radius of 50;
circle radius 10;

.Clear Command.
clear [screen)
This command clears t11e screen.

Examples:

clear;
clear screen;
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Pefine Command
define points <newpointsname> os

(<X>,<y>)LJ (<X>,<y>)LJ (<X>,<y>) { !,)(<X>,<y>)}
·which defines a sequence of coordinates to be stored into LAGS for later
use.
Note that at least three points must be specified.
Example:
define points bert as ( 1,2),(3,4)( 10,20);
or

define object <newobjectname> os
{ graphic_commands } quit
which define a sequence of graphic commands os on object.
Valid graphic_cornmands in this instance ere .....
arc, draw, move, plot, print, circle, end ellipse.
It should be noted that ordinary non graphic/animation commends are still
executed within the definition of such an object. For example, commands
such as help, index, where,· set, system, and display are still recognised.
In the loading of an object in this way, the prompt from LAGS changes
from T to' .. .' to signify that the user is still in 'define object mode'.
Example:
define object square as
move to -1,·-1;
drew using (-1,-1 ),( 1,-1 ),( 1,1),(-1, 1),(-1,-1);
quit;

or

define function <newfunctionname> as
a valid arithmetic expression involving 'x'
wt1ict1 defines a function as the corresponding ar1thmetic expression.
Previousl~l declared functions moy be used in these expressions, es well es
the normal operators +,-,*,/and II which is integer division.
Pewentheses (,) ore recognised. The precedence of operators, from highest
to lowest is (,) :::} -(negation) :::} function =} *,/,//:::} +,-.
Example:
define function cube as x*x*x;
define function tricky as
10/ /x + sin cos tan x- cos(x% 10);

or

define formot <newformatname> as
a valid sequence of format specifications
defining a format specification used by the 'print' command, -the syntax
has not yet been decide d.
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Disuloy Command
d1 spHt!J <ob Ject>l<points>l<function>l<function> [detail sl

This command displays the definition of the specified entity.
Examples: display square;
display points #2 dete11s;

Draw Command
.Syntax~

or

draw tolby <X>,<y> [ -straight J
drow [ tolby <X>,<y>) using <points>l
(<function> [from <X1> [to <X2>] [lin) steps [of) <step>]])
[- curvedlstraight 1

In the first case above~ a straight line will be drawn from the current
cursor position to the point specified~ which can be relative to the current
position~ or absolute.
In the second syntax~ a sequence of points is generated~ according to the
'using' clause~ and ...
In the case of '-straight' a series of lines is drawn through the points;
In the case of ·-curved' a curve is fitted through these points.
The default here is ·-straight' if points is used~ and ·-curved' if a
function 1s used.
In this method~ the starting and ending points of the function
values/points are matched onto the current position and the ending
position if tolby is used. Any points that lie in between these two
extrernes are "stretched" to conf orrn to the shape required.
Examples: draw by 10 20;
dre1w to 700,200 using bert; where bert is a points entity
draw using sin from 0 to 20 in steps of 0.4 ··straight;
1
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.Edit Comman_d
edit <poi nts>l<ob j ect>l<funct ion>l<format>
This command eneb 1es editing of the above 4 entities. It uses the editor
on the system LAGS is implemented on. The information that is produced
to enai)Je editing is a syntax correct definition of the entity being ed1ted.
On completion of the edit} LAGS will read the new definition
automatically.
Examples: edit square;
edlt function # 10;

elli(Jse [ot <X>,<y>J
[with] radius [of] <X-radius> and <y_radius>
This command plots an ellipse w1th centre at xJy (or at tile current cursor
position if no coordinates are specified), with the x and y radii as
specified.
Tile cursor is positioned at tile centre of the ellipse after this command.
Examples: ellipse with radius 60 81ld 40;
ellipse at 100} 100 with radius of 20 and 80;
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equote <newobjectname> os
{ <subobject>: <objectnome> at <X>~<~I>
[(scoled [about <><>~<Y>Icentre]
by <scole>l( <seal e_x> ,<scel e_y>))
[ontl rotated [about <X> ,<y>lcentre]
by <degree> deg)l]
}
quit

This command creates on object as on amalgmnollon of other objects. Each
subobject of this obJect can then be accessed by the animation commends
individually by 'dot notation·~ or the object can be treated as a whole.
Obviously it is possible to have some of the subobjects deflned as a group
of other objects~ and so on.
This is not yet imp l ementod.

fill._Commorui

fill !<object>] with <colour>
This command fills the specified 1 object~ (or the current object if none is
specified)~ with the requested col our.
This is not yet implemented.
Example:
f11l square with block;

Index CommmuJ
index loll I objects I points I functions I formots]

This command displays the index of the appropriate clause. If a clause is
not specified, then the default of 'all' is assumed~ which displays the index
of all identifiers known to the system.
Exomp l es: index;
index functions;
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lo_od Command
load "'filename'"

This command enables the loading or 'opening' of a file which can
subsequently be executed vi a ·run·.
Example:
load "testflle";

J1ove Cyromond
move tolby <X>, <y>
This command moves the graphics cursor from the current position to the
point specified, efther relative to the current point, or absolute.
Examples: move by 40,-5;
move to 100,34.6;

Place Command

lot <X>.<y>] [as <newobjectname>)
[- smoothlcomulete l
place <object>

This cornmand places an object at x,y (or at the current cursor position 1f
no coordinates are specified).
If the ·as· clause is present, a new object is created as copy of the one
specified, and this is pieced on the screen.
If ·-smooth' is specified, the object appears on the screen as it is created,
but if ·-complete' is specified, the object wlll appee1r instantly; default is
'-srnooth'.
The cursor is then positioned at the centre of the object on the screen.
Examples: place square et 100,400;
place triangle at 30,40 as boris;
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Plot Command.
plot [otlby<X>,<y>]
This comrnand plots at the specified point x,y, which can be specified as
relative to the current cursor position, or absolute.
'Plot' by itself causes e potnt to be plotted at the current position.
Examples: plot;
plot at 40,50;
plot by -10,0;

print Comm_ond
print ·<text>" [at <X>,<y>l [using <format>]
[over <nUirLfrornes> frames]
This commend prints text at either the current cursor position, or the
coordinates specified. If the 'format' clause is used, this specifies the
attributes of the text displayed. If the 'over' clouse is used, this causes
the text to appear over that immy frames -default is one frame.
The text itself can use an escape character '\',which is followed by a ·" '
it implies the character itself, and if followed by an 'n' a new line is
implied.
The format entity is not yet implemented, but the rest of this commend is.
Examples: print "Hello World" at 30,50;
print "Line 1\nllne 2";

Quit Commo.rut

If this command is entered while in 'object definition mode', it signals
that the object definition is complete.
If, however, this commend is en~ered in 'normal mode' then it signals the
end of the current LAGS session. Vou are however asked if you ere sure
that you want to quit, replying 'no' will not terminate the session, but 'yes'
W111.
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remove <object> I< pot nts>l<funct 1on>l<f ormat>
[from dotaboselscreen]
Tlli s commend removes the appropriate entity from the d8tabase or screen.
Obviously removing something from the screen is only valid for an object.
If no 'from' clause is specified, the default of 'database' for points,
function, & format/ while 'screen' for an object is assumed.
Examples: remove square from database;
remove points #3;
remove square from screen;

Rotate Cornm.§nd
rotate [<object>! [about centrel<x>,<y>l
[ (fj xedlrel oti ve))
by degree deg !whne rotate __ scallng_clause]
[over <nurrLframes> frames] [-leaving los lis)]]
This command will rotate the object (if not specified/ then the current
object) by the specified degree.
The point that the object is rotated relative to is, by default, the centre of
the object, but it can be specified by the 'about' clause. If this point is to
remain relative to the object, presuming thflt the command moves the
object relative to tt11s point_ t11en ·relative· must be spec1f1ed -default is
'fixed'.
If the rotating is to occur gradually over e number of frames/ then the
'over' clause must be used.
Use of the 'leaving as 1s' option causes all animation pos1tions to remain
on the screen, and thus 1eaves a trail where the object has been.
For details on the 'rotate_sceling_clause', refer to the transfer command.
Examples: rotate square by 180deg;
r·otate squar-e about centre (relative) by 80deg
over 30 frames -leaving;
rotate square by 360deg while scaling by 1.05
over 10 frames;
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Co_mmand

This cornrnand will cause execution of the LAGS commands in the specified
file. If no filename is specified~ then the 'current known file'~ presumably
speclfied by the 'load' command~ will be used.
Exemp 1es: run;
run "test fi 1e";

.Save Command
sove .. <filename>..

1- codedloscii]

This commend is meant to .save the current LAGS state for later reloading.
The actual synta>< as use has not been fully determined~ so the command is
not yet implemented.
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Seale Comrxwnd
seale I<object> l!obout centrel<x>, <Y> HHhcedlre 1oti ve)]
by <scale> I( <seal e_x> ,<sea 1e_y>)
[while rotete_scaling_cleuse]
[over <nurrLframes> frames) [-leoving [as (is))]
This command will scale the object (if not specified~ then the current
object) by the specified scale fector(s).
The point that the object is scaled relative to is 1 by default~ the centre of
the object~ but it can be specified by the 'about' clause. If this point is to
remain relative to the object~ presuming that the commend moves the
obJect relative to this point~ then 'relative' rnust be specified -default is
'fixed'.
If the scaling is to occur gradually over a number of frames~ then t11e 'over'
clause must be used.
Use of the 'leeving as is' option causes ell animation positions to remain
on the screen~ end thus leaves a trail where the object has been.
Fot· deta1ls on the ·rotate_sceltng_clause·~ refer to the transfer commend.
Examples: scale triangle by 2 4;
scale about 10 10 (fixed) by 10 over 40 frames;
scale about centre while rotating by 5deg
over 6 frames - leaving;
see 1e square by 6 1 while sea 1i ng about 10120 by 3 and
rotating about 200 1 300 (relative) by 6deg
over 50 frames -1eav1ng as is;
1

1

1-
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Set Command
,SyntaK;
set screen [to} <X>,<Y> ond <x> .. <Y>
which sets the screen coordinate system according to the two coordinates
specified- top left and bottom right coordinates.
Example:
set screen to OJ 1000 and 2000}0;
or set dump off I ([on] Ito "<filename>lscreen])
which sets the dumping of information as comrnands are entered on or off.
This is of mor-e use to the "exper-ienced" LAGS user to see if LAGS is doing
what is expected.
Examples: set dump off;
set dump on to screen;
set dump to "tra~efile";
or

set command trace
off r (!on] [to .. <fil enarne>lscreen])

which sets the tracing of commands entered on or off.
Examples: set command trace off;
set cornmond trace on to screen;
set commend trace to "trocef11e";

or

set graphics trace
off I ([on] [to .. <filenome>lscreen] [only])

which sets the recording of all graphics codes produced by LAGS in
response to the commends entered on or off. If onJ this allows a file to be
produced which can be later run at a faster speed. If the 'only' option is
specified} then no graphics comes to the terminal at all - this would be
useful in running a flle through LAGS to produce just the graphics codes,
fat· Jeter viewing independent of LAGS.
Exemp 1es: set graph 1cs trace off;
set graphics trace on to screen;
set graphics trace to "trocefile" only;
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,Store Command
store <ob j ect>l<points>l<funct i on>l<function>
[as <newname> 1
This command stores the entity in the database/ and if the 'as' clause is
used~ stores it under that newname.
This command is irnplemented but no database is yet.
Examples: store square as newsquere;
store square;
1

~ystem

Command

This command passes <text> to the operating system to execute the
system command. Control is passed back to LAGS when the commend has
completed.
system "ls"; Unix command to list flle directory.
Example:

Transfer Commend
transfer [<object>] tolby <X>,<Y> [using <points>!
(<function> [from <X 1>[to <X2>] !lin] steps (of] <step>]))]
[while rotate_sceling_clausel
[over <nurn_frarnes> frames] [-leaving [as [is]]]
This command will transfer the object (H not specified~ then the current
object) to tt1e spec:1fied coordinate~ e1ther relative to the current position~
or absolute.
The path the object tekes to move to Hs final destination frorn its current
position is defined by the 'using' clause. If this clause is not present then e
straight path is chosen.
Use of the 'leaving as is' option causes all animation positions to remain
on the screen~ and thus 1eaves a trail where the object has been.
If the movement is to occur gradually over a number of frames~ then the
'over' clause must be used.
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The [QJJ!te._sce)ing clause is defined as .....
(rotating [about <X> 1 <Y>Icentre] (fixedlrelotive) by <degree> deg) I
(scollng [obout <X>,<Y>Icentre] (f1xedlreloUve)
by <seal e>l( <seal e_x> ,<scale_y> ))

{ond rotate_scal i ng_c lause}
I
The rotate and scaling values in this clewse are in terms of .e.~cl1 frame
rather tt11:m in terms of being spread evenl~l over all frames.
The point that the object is scaled or rotated relative to is/ by default/ the
centre of the object, but it can be specified by the 'about' clause. If this
point is to remain fixed in relation to the object whlle it is being
animated, then 'flxed' must be specified -default is 'relative·.
Examples: transfer square by 100,200;
transfer square to 700 1 400 while rotating by 5deg
over 30 frames -leaving as 1s;
transfer square to 500,600 using bert;
transfer to 500,600 using cos from -10 to 10 steps .5
over 50 fremes;

Trf,.ms form Command

transform <object 1>into <object2>
[over <num> fromesl
This command transforms one object into another, over a specified number
of frames -default is one frame.
This command is not yet implemented.

1JrJdo Command
.2yntax:

undo

This command undoes the previous command, if it con be undone.
Commands which can be undone by this command are ..... none ot present.
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Where Command
where

This command displays the coordinates of the graphics cursor, along with
the screen corner coordinates, as specified by the 'set screen' commend.

